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The 2022 Perspective is Like …
View through a Kaleidoscope.

Economic 

View

CRE Property 

View
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This presentation consists of materials prepared exclusively by K.C. Conway, CCIM, CRE, MAI and is

provided during this event solely for informational purposes of attendees. This presentation is not intended to

constitute legal, investment or financial advice or the rendering of legal, consulting, or other professional

services of any kind.

NOMAR 2021 Economic & Real Estate Forecast Symposium 
October 19, 2021 – Virtual

This presentation reflects the analysis and opinions of the author, K. C. Conway, CCIM, CRE, MAI but not

necessarily those of NOMAR, CCIM Institute, Monmouth MREIC or Red Shoe Economics.

Neither NOMAR, Event Sponsors, CCIM Institute, Monmouth MREIC, nor Red Shoe Economics make

any representations or warranties about the accuracy or suitability of any information in this presentation. The

aforementioned do NOT guarantee, warrant, or endorse the advice or services of K.C. Conway, CCIM,

CRE, MAI.

Disclaimer: Not in the fine print…

mailto:KC@RedShoeEconomics.com
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INFLATION: Historical Perspective – Can 1977-1981 be Repeated? 

https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/inflation-cpi

The Great Inflation (1965-1982) was the 

defining macroeconomic period of the 

second half of the twentieth century. 

WW II War-Time & then 

Peace-Time Economy

Inflation 1% in 1964 

(Unemp just 5%); then 

14% in 1980 *Unempl., 

just 7.5%). WHY?

Employment Act of 1946 

– Where Fed’s mandate 

for “Full Empl.” originated.

Bretton Woods, NH System 

1941: “The Gold Standard”

Summer 1971, 

Nixon takes US off  

“Gold Standard”

What caused 1% to 14%?
1. 1960s Vietnam War Deficit spending

2. 1971 Off the Gold Standard

3. 1973 Arab Oil Embargo

4. 1974 Nixon Price Controls

5. Bad Data & Fed Policy

1978 - Humphrey-Hawkins Act 

gave FED it’s 2nd Mandate of “Price 

Stability” 

#1

#2

https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/inflation-cpi


What Is Deflation?

Deflation Citation: St. Louis Federal Reserve - U.S. Historical Experience with Deflation Christopher J. Neely, Vice President and Economist
https://files.stlouisfed.org/files/htdocs/publications/es/10/ES1030.pdf
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Deflation - U.S. History: The Great Sag 1870 to 1890 
Christopher J. Neely, Vice President of Economics, St. Louis FED

The FED’s Greatest Fear – Why? It’s Bad for Banks.

The Great Deflation or the Great Sag refers to the period from 1870 until 1890 in which the prices of goods, materials and labor decreased.

This was one of the few sustained periods of deflationary growth in the history of the United States.

The Great Deflation occurred at the beginning of the period sometimes called the Second Industrial Revolution. It was characterized by 

dramatic increases in productivity made possible by the transition from agriculture to industrialization in the leading economies. The 

new leading industries were open hearth steel, railroads, machinery, efficient steam shipping and animal powered agricultural mechanization. 

The prices of most basic commodities and mass-produced goods fell almost continuously; however, nominal wages remained 

steady, resulting in a pronounced and prolonged rise in real wages, disposable income and savings, giving birth to the middle class.

Many people associate deflation with difficult economic times—slow growth 

and/or high unemployment—such as in Japan since the early 1990s or in the 

United States during the Great Depression.

Yet, not all deflationary periods are associated with hard times. For example, 

in the United States from 1876-79, the price level fell on average almost 5 percent 

per year while average output growth exceeded 7.6 percent. 

What causes deflation? Central banks can influence the money supply to 

determine the average inflation rate over a long period, but other factors can 

affect the inflation rate over shorter periods. These include technological 

improvements that reduce production costs and/or changes in demand for 

cash and other safe assets, perhaps associated with a financial crisis.
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https://files.stlouisfed.org/files/htdocs/publications/es/10/ES1030.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Industrial_Revolution
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INFLATION: The Inflation Impact is broad-based and embedded in Housing

Inflation is everywhere, and … 
up 25% to 200% May 2020 to May 2021 

Biggest 
Disparity Ever
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INFLATION: CPI Aside – How  Does Inflation Impact R.E; NOLA Real Estate?

Construction Costs up 8% YOY Vs +3.8% in April; Building Costs >doubled since April from +6% to 14%

This type Inflation is NOT “Transitory;” rather it is SYSTEMIC. 

New Orleans has the HIGHEST Building Cost YOY Increase @ +32.9%, followed by Atlanta and then Dallas

https://www.enr.com/ext/resources/static_pages/Economics/2021/0719_CE_WK3.pdf?1626286946

https://www.enr.com/topics/604-construction-economics

https://www.enr.com/ext/resources/static_pages/Economics/2021/1011_CE_WK2_combined.pdf?1633526959

https://www.enr.com/ext/resources/static_pages/Economics/2021/0719_CE_WK3.pdf?1626286946
https://www.enr.com/topics/604-construction-economics
https://www.enr.com/ext/resources/static_pages/Economics/2021/1011_CE_WK2_combined.pdf?1633526959


CRE Asset Prices Rise During Inflation:
CPPI (Commercial Property Price Indices)

8

CRE Asset types had Positive 
CPPI every period past decade, 

except Office past 1Yr.

8
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Population Migration: Q: Where did Americans move in 2020? A: The SE

https://www.uhaul.com/Articles/About/22746/2020-Migration-Trends-U-Haul-Ranks-50-States-By-Migration-Growth/

2020 Migration Trends: U-Haul Ranks 50 States by Migration Growth

Methodology: Growth states are calculated by the net gain of one-way U-Haul trucks entering a state versus leaving that state in a calendar year. 

Migration trends data is compiled from more than 2 million one-way U-Haul truck customer transactions that occur annually.

1.
Tennessee (#12 2019) 

Amazon HQ2 kicking in

2. Texas (#2 - Steady)

3. Florida (1)

4. Ohio (7)

5. Arizona (20)

6. Colorado (42)

7. Missouri (13)

8.
Nevada (24)  - Another  

understated story 

9. North Carolina (3)

10. Georgia (16)

11. Arkansas (#23 2019)

12. Indiana (9)

13. Wisconsin (41)

14. Oklahoma (14)

15. South Carolina (4) 

16. West Virginia (22)

17. Utah (8) Understated!

18. Kentucky (37)

19. Montana (26)

20. Minnesota (15)

U-Haul customers made Texas and Florida

their top two destinations from 2016-19.

Texas had the largest net gain of one-way

U-Haul trucks for three consecutive years

before Florida flipped the order and

became No. 1 last year. Texas is second for

growth, and Florida third, for 2020.

Ohio, Arizona, Colorado, Missouri, Nevada,

North Carolina and Georgia round out the

top 10 states for 2020 growth as self-movers

continue to migrate to the Southeast, as well

as markets in the Southwest, Midwest and

Rocky Mountain regions.

California ranks last by a wide margin,

supplanting Illinois as the state with the

greatest net loss of U-Haul trucks.

California has ranked 48th or lower since

2016. Illinois has been 49th or 50th since

2015, when U-Haul began ranking states

based on annual net gain.

40. Michigan (48) Moving Up

41. Pennsylvania (46)

42. New York (43)

43. Connecticut (34)

44. Louisiana (40) Hurricanes?

45. Oregon (29)

46. Maryland (45) The EXIT

47. Massachusetts (47)

48. New Jersey (44)

49. Illinois (50)

50. California (49)

5 of Top-10 = South / 2 of Top-10 = MW
Note: Hurricanes impacted Louisiana!

Population growth into SE States 
surrounding LA. Why not more into LA?

https://www.uhaul.com/Articles/About/22746/2020-Migration-Trends-U-Haul-Ranks-50-States-By-Migration-Growth/
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Population Migration 2020 Census: LA +2.7%, AR +3.3% VS MS -0.2%

What’s going on nationally?

The U.S. population increased by 

7.4% since the last census from 

about 309 million to 331 million –

the slowest growth rate the 

nation has seen since 1940.

Regionally, the South saw more 

than 10% increase in population, 

followed by the West, Northeast 

and Midwest. Jarmin said the 

numbers reflect an ongoing trend of 

growth shifting to the South and 

West: Since 1940, there’s been a 

combined net shift of 84 House 

seats to the South and West 

regions.

https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/nation/2021/05/01/illinois-mississippi-west-virginia-lost-residents-census-data-shows/4857864001/

LA & AR performed as well as much of the MW 
(MO, KY, OH). Not all can be UT (+18%), TX, FL.
.

https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/nation/2021/05/01/illinois-mississippi-west-virginia-lost-residents-census-data-shows/4857864001/
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Despite vaccinations, <40% of us are returning to the office!

https://www.kastle.com/safety-wellness/getting-america-back-to-work/#workplace-barometer

Office and
Remote Work?

Austin has highest “Return-to-Office” 
ratio at 51%. Austin, Dallas & Houston 
are the only MSAs with >40% ratio.

https://www.kastle.com/safety-wellness/getting-america-back-to-work/#workplace-barometer
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Be Careful using State/MSA Rankings – CNBC Top-10 States for Business

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/13/americas-top-states-for-business.html

FL #17 with so many Top15 rankings? 

Maybe the new “Inclusion” metric was 

the reason? 

CNBC’s TSFB is BBQ-Sauce!

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/13/americas-top-states-for-business.html


CREMI – Be Careful using the Atl. FED’s “CRE Momentum Index”
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Commercial Real Estate (CRE) Momentum Index

https://www.atlantafed.org/center-for-housing-and-policy/data-and-tools/commercial-real-estate-momentum-index.aspx

Blue & Green are “Downward Trending / Bad; Orange & Yellow are “Upward/Good? 

CREMI is counter-intuitive to CRE Industry
There are two key pieces to the index:

▪ Color: A color of a particular variable is determined by its

relation to the long-term average of that variable. Orange

hues indicate a value above the average ("upward") and

blue hues indicate a value below the average ("downward").

Green hues reflect data that are in line with the long-term

average. This shows the direction of momentum.

▪ Shade: The deepness of the color (darker versus lighter

hues of a color) represents the variable's fluctuation, as

measured by deviation in the variable over time. Deeper

colors reflect higher deviation and, therefore, greater

market volatility. This shows the strength of momentum.

It’s a Black-Box (Good luck using in litigation of Bank Appraisal  
work where you can’t explain it.)
CREMI FAQ :

Q. What are the numeric values of the data? Why can't I see 
them? 

A: “Due to contractual obligations with our data providers, we 
are not able to share the underlying data.” It’s CoStar & 
Moody’s

https://www.atlantafed.org/center-for-housing-and-policy/data-and-tools/commercial-real-estate-momentum-index.aspx
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BBQ-Sauce is “Southern Polite” for “BS” on Misleading Info. 

So where does the Red-Shoe 

Economist turn for transparent 

intel on State Economies & 

CRE conditions?



https://siteselection.com/issues/2021/jan/state-of-the-states-2021-cover.cfm 15

#44 Ranking 

Compared to these 

Site Selection 

rankings? 

SchoolMint 2020 HQ move to LA:
LAFAYETTE, La. —SchoolMint CEO Bryan MacDonald 
announced the education software company will 
consolidate its U.S. operations in Lafayette, Louisiana, 
including transferring its headquarters from San Francisco. 
In the latest tech win for the Acadiana Region, the specialty 
software development company also will relocate corporate 
offices from New York and Miami to Lafayette and make a 
$515,000 capital investment in new facilities.

https://siteselection.com/issues/2021/jan/state-of-the-states-2021-cover.cfm


LA Economy Competes in the SE: LED is On-Top of Eco. Wins!
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Explore Louisiana's Key Industries
Traditional and emerging industries are growing in Louisiana. A highly productive and motivated 

workforce, low taxes, unrivaled infrastructure and logistics, a pro-business climate and the nation's 

best workforce recruitment and training program provide a competitive advantage.

https://www.opportunitylouisiana.com/led-news



• SC and TN are ranked #1 and #2. 

• TX, AL, GA, MS, and NC rank #3 to #7

• Utah is among the top 10 states (#8, 9, 10 = UT, ID, SD) … 

and LA is poised to become like UT and ID 

Manufacturing: The SE is #1 – LA sandwiched between TX & TN

KC@RedShoeEconomics.com 17

https://info.siteselectiongroup.com/blog/best-states-for-manufacturing-in-2020

mailto:KC@RedShoeEconomics.com
https://info.siteselectiongroup.com/blog/best-states-for-manufacturing-in-2020
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EV Auto Manufacturing to Explode in Southeast (I-85 NC to GA to AL)

I-85 Corridor:
▪ Charlotte to Atlanta
▪ SK Batteries - Commerce GA
▪ KIA in WestPoint GA
▪ Hyundai in Montgomery AL
▪ Port of Mobile



“We’re so grateful and excited for all of MBUSI’s investment into electric vehicle production for this area,” she 

said. “It will put us on the map in terms of cutting-edge technology in the automotive industry.” The new parts 

facility will be located on 53 acres on Will Walker Road behind Truck & Wheel Group.

Graham & Co. is the developer for the project, and Cooper Construction is the general contractor. MBUSI will 

lease the facility and is scheduled to move in late 2021 or early 2022. Graham said the introduction of electric 

vehicles to the Mercedes assembly line is expected to fuel an already tight industrial real estate market in the 

region around Tuscaloosa and Birmingham. Additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers are likely, and if they can’t 

find existing space, there will likely be build-to-suit opportunities or speculative development.

19https://www.madeinalabama.com/2020/10/new-54m-parts-facility-will-boost-mercedes-ev-production-in-alabama/

http://www.grahamcompany.com/
https://cooperconstruction.com/
https://www.madeinalabama.com/2020/10/new-54m-parts-facility-will-boost-mercedes-ev-production-in-alabama/


https://www.cre.org/external-affairs/2021-22-top-ten-issues-affecting-real-estate/

LOGISTICS &

INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSES

20

KC Conway, CRE, CCIM, MAI authored this Top-10 Issue

https://www.cre.org/external-affairs/2021-22-top-ten-issues-affecting-real-estate/


Logistics Infrastructure: 
It’s all about “Order Online & Deliver” 

https://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/research/logistics-infrastructure-research

The shift from SHOP-AND-TAKE-HOME to ONLINE-ORDER-

AND-DELIVER will result in less retail store square footage, but

the tradeoff will be many new fulfillment centers and

warehouses aligned with new LI.

Examples of this transformation in action are the locations of new AMAZON

and WALMART fulfillment centers developing near Intermodal. Look to the

locations for new aircraft, auto and machinery manufacturing plants in

AL-LA-GA-SC-TX.

“Build the Logistics Infrastructure and Development will come” is not a cliché – it is Transformational Logistics in action. 

Just as the steel and textile industries left the US in the 1970’s & 1980’s in

pursuit of cheap labor abroad; retail, distribution, and manufacturing

businesses are at risk of leaving cities and states that DO NOT invest in

LI and update aging infrastructure.

LI is driving the “WHY” and “WHERE” decisions for CRE development

21

https://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/research/logistics-infrastructure-research


2021 Logistics Infrastructure: ASCE latest Report Card

22

For more than 20 years, the American Society of

Civil Engineers (ASCE) has been releasing its

quadrennial Report Card for America’s

Infrastructure.

https://source.asce.org/asces-2021-report-card-marks-the-nations-infrastructure-progress/

https://source.asce.org/asces-2021-report-card-marks-the-nations-infrastructure-progress/
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https://www.ccim.com/newscenter/commercial-real-estate-insights-report/last-mile-logistics--commercial-real-estate-s-growth-engine/

https://www.ccim.com/newscenter/commercial-real-estate-insights-report/last-mile-logistics--commercial-real-estate-s-growth-engine/


Ports & Rail: SC is the Quintissential Example of Eco Dev. for a State

http://scspa.com/ 2

4

http://scspa.com/wp-content/uploads/sc-ports-2020-annual-report.pdf

HARBOR DEEPENING FY2020 UPDATE
The Charleston Harbor Deepening Project is fully funded and on schedule, putting 
Charleston Harbor on track to be the deepest East Coast harbor in 2021.

http://scspa.com/
http://scspa.com/wp-content/uploads/sc-ports-2020-annual-report.pdf


http://scspa.com/news/sc-ports-achieves-highest-july-on-record-for-containers/
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CHARLESTON, SC – AUG. 9, 2021 –

South Carolina Ports had a strong start to 

fiscal year 2022 with its highest July on 

record for containers moving through the 

Port of Charleston.

SC Ports handled a record-setting 244,821 

twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in July 

at Wando Welch Terminal, North Charleston 

Terminal and Hugh K. Leatherman 

Terminal. This is up 38% from a year ago.

SC Ports moved 137,158 pier containers, 

which accounts for boxes of any size, in 

July. This is a 38% increase year-over-year.

These impressive volumes mark the 

second highest all-time monthly record for 

containers handled at the Port of 

Charleston. Loaded imports also set an all-

time record in July, with a 47% increase 

year-over-year, as retail continues to boom. 

Loaded exports were up 14%.

http://scspa.com/


https://gaports.com/

SAVANNAH, Ga., June 10, 2021 — The Port of Savannah handled 478,620 twenty-foot equivalent container units in May, an 

increase of 41.9 percent compared to last year. It was the second busiest month in the port’s history, and the 10th consecutive 

month of positive year-over-year growth.

For the fiscal year to date (June through May), GPA has moved nearly 4.9 million TEUs, putting it on pace to surpass 5 

million TEUs for the first time. Total cargo crossing all GPA docks reached 3.8 million tons last month, up 26 percent, or 781,121 

tons. Rail volumes for the month grew 28 percent, or approximately 12,029 lifts, for a total of 54,436 containers.

26

https://gaports.com/
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NY Port Authority growth too!



Ports & Rail: Port of New Orleans as vital as any in Gulf & in SE

28

Containerized Cargo Momentum: Port NOLA is the only deepwater container port in 

Louisiana. Volumes surpassed the 500,000 TEU threshold five years in a row.



The Importance of Rail 

Last Mile MUST include Rail Connectivity (Inland Port, Intermodal, etc.)  

The 7- Class I RRs (Note CN (red) & KCS (brown)

AAR.org – American Assoc. of RRs

Port of Mobile: 
+ 5 Class 1 RR connections;

+ Only CN to Gulf RR connection;

+ New WalMart Container Terminal; 

+ Airbus + auto mfg. state (Mercedes); 

+ New RoRo by 2022 / Rebuild AL Bill to fund.

KC Southern:
• Only direct 

route to all of 

Mexico.

• Link KCS with 

BNSF or CSX to 

create a mega 

RR/E-commerce 

power!

CSX:
▪ The East coast RR line 

serving East coast 

ports.

▪ CSX and NFS are to 

SE & Mid-Atlantic 

what UP is to CA & 

West-coast. 

▪ Rail mergers are 

ahead post COVID 

(Financially  weak 

merge with strong that 

need deeper SE & Gulf 

reach)

Port Freeport: 
+ 3 Class 1 RR connections;

+ ‘Saudi Arabia’ of Natural Gas;

+ The ‘Port of Savannah’ 

for Dallas.

Rail Time Indicators

29

http://www.epaducah.com/media/139405/us_rail_map_new.jpg
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LOGISTICS: The Supply-Chain & Rail Story! KSU & Canadian Rail Merger!

KSU & Canadian Rail 
merger is huge.

CN is a win for TX while 

CP is win for AL.

KSU merger: Kansas City Star May 13, 2021
In a turnaround, Kansas City Southern board 
accepts Canadian National’s buyout offer.

About Canadian National RR:

CN is essential to the economy,

to the customers, and to the

communities it serves, CN

safely transports more than 300

million tons of natural

resources, manufactured

products, and finished goods

throughout North America every

year. CN is the only railroad

connecting Canada’s Eastern

and Western coasts with the

U.S. South through a 19,500-

mile rail network.

About Kansas City Southern 

(KCS): 

It is a transportation holding

company that has railroad

investments in the U.S.,

Mexico and Panama. Its

international holdings include

Kansas City Southern de

Mexico, S.A. de C.V., serving

northeastern and central

Mexico and the port cities of

Lázaro Cárdenas, Tampico

and Veracruz, and a 50

percent interest in Panama

Canal Railway Company,

providing ocean-to-ocean

freight and passenger service

along the Panama Canal.



31http://cbre.vo.llnwd.net/grgservices/secure/CBRE-United-States-Cap-Rate-Survey-H1-2021.pdf?e=1630326155&h=0ada786a4314e0a2752dcc0c3d089c69

4.25% to 6%

http://cbre.vo.llnwd.net/grgservices/secure/CBRE-United-States-Cap-Rate-Survey-H1-2021.pdf?e=1630326155&h=0ada786a4314e0a2752dcc0c3d089c69


Red Shoe Economics is an independent research firm exclusively serving today's

commercial real estate community providing organic research initiatives, reports and

insights on the impact of applied Economics on our industry. The company's four

pillars include Economics, Forecasting, Valuation and Consulting.

Our promise is to deliver unique content providing the most comprehensive, concise

and cutting-edge information on the economic impacts on commercial investments,

trends and transactions - eight days a week! As a WOSB, Red Shoe Economics is

dedicated to giving back to the industry we serve by furthering the advancement of

women in commercial real estate. KC Conway, CCIM, CRE, MAI

Principal, Futurist

Beverly Keith, CCIM, CRX

Principal, Business Strategist

Caylinn Peterson

Project Research Strategist

Stacy Barrington

Corporate Operations Strategist 

Economics Forecasting

• Macro and Micro Analysis

• Rezoning Impact Analysis

• Corporate Earnings Analysis

• Ports & Logistics Industry Trends

• Housing Economics

• Commercial Real Estate Impacts

• State & Local Government 

Taxation

• Current CRE Conditions 

• Association 

Presentations

• Red Shoe Review  

• Industry/Corporate 

Webinars 

• Podcasts/Articles/

SME Interviews 

• Real Estate 

Finance reports

• Special Projects 

(LIHTC or NIMBY)  

Valuation Consulting

• USPAP Appraisal 

Review

• Bank Regulatory 

Compliance

• Valuation Analysis

• Highest & Best Use 

Advisory  

• Property Tax 

Expert Witness 

• Adaptive Reuse Advisory 

• Site Selection Validation 

• Financing Feasibility 

• Market & Feasibility Studies

• Ports & Logistics Advisory

• Retail Industry Insights

• ESG / DEI Advisory at CRE level

• Story-Map Building

RedShoeEconomics.com

mailto:KC@RedShoeEconomics.com

